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By the time Geoffrey Canada arrived at the Promise Academy lottery, the
auditorium was almost full. He had expected a modest turnout — he figured the rain
would keep a lot of parents away — but by 6:00 p.m. more than two hundred people had
crowded into the back of the hall, and there were dozens more still streaming in the front
door. Here and there, members of Canada’s staff were consulting clipboards and calming
anxious parents. His director of education hurried past him, shouting into her cell phone.
It was April 14, 2004, a cool, wet night in Harlem. The hand-lettered sign out front of PS
242, streaked with raindrops, said “Welcome to the Promise Academy Charter School
Lottery,” and inside, past the sign-in table set up in the school’s front hallway, a tall, bullchested young man named Jeff was handing a rose to each woman as she walked in.
“These are for the moms,” he said with a smile. “Welcome to the ceremony.”
Canada, a tall, thin black man in a dark blue suit, surveyed the crowd. From what
he could see, the parents taking their seats in the auditorium were the ones he had hoped
to attract: typical Harlem residents, mostly African American, some Hispanic, almost all
poor or working class, all struggling to one degree or another with the challenges of
raising and educating children in one of New York City’s most impoverished
neighborhoods. In many ways, their sons and daughters were growing up the way Canada
had, four decades before, just a few miles away in the South Bronx: cut off from the
American mainstream, their futures constrained by substandard schools, unstable
families, and a segregated city.
Five years earlier, frustrated by Harlem’s seemingly intractable problems, Canada
had embarked on an outsized and audacious new endeavor, a poverty-fighting project that
was different from anything that had come before it. Since 1990, he had been the
president of a well-respected local non profit organization called the Rheedlen Centers

for Children and Families, which operated a handful of programs in upper Manhattan
targeted at young people: afterschool drop-in centers, truancy prevention, antiviolence
training for teenagers. They were decent programs, and they all did some good for the
kids who were enrolled in them. But after Canada had been running them for a few years,
day in and day out, his ideas about poverty started to change.
The catalyst was surprisingly simple: a waiting list. One Rheedlen afterschool
program had more children who wanted to enroll than it was able to admit. So Canada
chose the obvious remedy: he drew up a waiting list, and it quickly filled with the names
of children who needed his help and couldn’t get it. That bothered him, and it kept
bothering him, and before long it had him thinking differently about his entire
organization. Sure, the five hundred children who were lucky enough to be participating
in one of his programs were getting help, but why those five hundred and not the five
hundred on the waiting list? Or why not another five hundred altogether? For that matter,
why five hundred and not five thousand? If all he was doing was picking some kids to
save and letting the rest fail, what was the point?
Canada became less and less sure of what his programs really added up to. Each
one was supported by a separate short-term grant, often on a contract from one city
agency or another, and in order to keep the money flowing, Canada was required to
demonstrate to the foundations and agencies that paid for the programs that a certain
number of children had participated. But no one seemed to care whether the programs
were actually working. In fact, no one seemed to have given a whole lot of thought to
what, in this context, “working” might really mean.
Canada began to wonder what would happen if he reversed the equation. Instead
of coming up with a menu of well-meaning programs and then trying to figure out what
they accomplished and how they fit together, what if he started with the out comes he
wanted to achieve and then worked backward from there, changing and tweaking and
overhauling programs until they actually produced the right results? When he followed
this train of thought a little further, he realized that it wasn’t the out comes of individual
programs that he really cared about: what mattered was the overall impact he was able to
have on the children he was trying to serve. He was all too familiar with the “fade-out”

phenomenon, where a group of needy kids are helped along by one program or another,
only to return to the disappointing mean soon after the program ends. Head Start, the
government-funded prekindergarten program for poor children, was the classic example.
Plenty of studies had determined conclusively that graduates of Head Start entered
kindergarten ahead of their inner-city peers. And plenty of studies had shown that a few
years later, those same graduates had slipped back to the anemic achievement level of
neighborhood kids who hadn’t attended Head Start. A few years of bad schooling and
bad surroundings were powerful enough to wipe out all of the program’s gains.
Canada wanted to find a way off the treadmill. So he asked himself a series of
questions, and gradually his thinking took shape.
Who did he want to help?
He wanted to help poor children.
What was his goal for them?
He wanted them to be able to grow into fully functioning participants in
mainstream American middle-class life.
What did they need to do to accomplish that?
They had to survive adolescence, graduate from high school, get into college, and
graduate from college.
And what did he have to provide in order to help them accomplish that?
Well, that was where the questions got interesting, and difficult to answer.
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